the trouble to ascertain for themselves the result of the operation ; how few, I say, compared with the number of those who will propound a theory of sanitation and defend it under every variety of practical difficulty. People like the Frenchman who, when informed that his theory did not agree with the facts, said, " then I pity the poor facts."
The Calcutta drainnge works, to my mind, have proved beyond all doubt, in the difficulty of their construction, the necessity for this subsoil drainage.
The results also of the pumping operation, which is now constant, and might have been some years ago, still further demonstrates the efficiency of the subsoil drainage. Heavy storms of ruin reach the pumping station after a few minutes from their commencement, and the water continues to flow for a long time after the storm has ceased, not only so, but after the first month of the rainy season, and for several months after its cessation, an enormous amount of water reaches the out-fall, which can only come from the subsoil.
When the rain falls, a portion is immediately carried off by surface drainage, a portion is evaporated, and another and very large portion is absorbed by the earth. This portion either remains to produce all the^evils which result from a damp site, as has heretofore been the case with Calcutta, or it passes through the sewers, where they are provided for its removal. time; however, during the years 1858 and '59 the Dhurrumtollah sewer, which is one of the main arteries of the system, was completed, and the effect was to drain the soil to a depth of thirteen feet from the surface.
When the work was commenced, in May, 1858, a totally different state of things was discovered. I then wished to sink a trial well immediately in front of the hospital compound.
The well was to be sunk in the native fashion, as had been successfully done in other places; here, however, after the road crust, about 3 feet thick, was removed, the soil below was found to be a quicksand ; and the native well sinkers found it to be utterly impossible to put two of their pottery rings one upon the other, in fact impossible, with their means, to make a hole eight inches in depth. The Engineer to the Municipality of Calcutta. 19th August.
